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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMJ>NT, EMPLOYlIENT, AND THE DISTRIBUTION

OF TaB NATIONAL INCOME IN THE USSR

The S~Viet economy is develcping according tc plan and .its
grrwth rates are beth high and stable. The planned economic
de~elopment has enabled the SoViet state, once an economically
ba~kward agrarian country, to become a great industrial power
inl·a remarkably short time. Between 1929 and 1970 it successfully
fU~filledeight five-year plans, and its national income increased
3B+f01d and gross industrial output 69-fold.

, In that period the people's standard of living increased
sulstantiallY and many important social problems were solved.
Ur an unemployment had been done away with by 1930 and presently
th. peasants were delivered from agrarian overpopulation for gcod.
Th~ working day and the working week were cut while real wages
grqw steadily. The constructicn of housing and public buildings
ha~ been developing on a vast scale, illiteracy has been wiped
oui and the people's educational level has been raised enormously.

At present the ninth five-year plan for 1971-1975 has got
Of~ to a good start.

1. The Main Stages of Soviet Economic Development

The five-year and annual economic plans concentrated the
co~tryls efforts and resources on developing the key economic
brl\nches and industries. This anc' the high economjc growth rates
en~bled the USSR to solve the main tasks of the country's indust
ri~isation in the shortest time possible--only 10 Or 12 years
(1?1~9-1940). That period saw the oreation of large-scale industry
wh~ch made it possible tc .reorganise the main branches of. the
na~onal economy, and to equip them with machinery. On the basis
of lthe country' s industrialisation 24.5 mIn. . peasant economies
uni!ted in large collective farms which heavy indu.stry. supplied
wi~ an increasing amount of machinery, mineral fertilisers and
trafsport facilities every year. While large resources ~~re .
all~cated for creating the country's industrial potential, the
livp.ng standards of the urban and rural population steadily in
cre~ed.

Thus, Soviet industrialisation proceeded according to plan
an~ was a precess of creating and developing all the .industries
on ~he basis of the public ownership of the means of production.
The~e industries produced the means of production (the producers'
gocts) on a scale which made possible the technical reconstruction
and further industrial development of all the economic branches
on , he basis of their electrification, mechanisation and chsmica
lis~tion, the growth in labour productiVity, and also the ·increase
in ~he people 's liVing standards. Industrialisa~ion promoted
ecof.. omiC growth and cultural advance of all the nationali ties in
the oountry. .
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Durinb the war against Nazi Jermany (1941-1945) the Soviet
economy sufferen enormous damage, damage which was 20 times
greater than the national income of .the USSR in 1940.· The
enterprises the enemy troops destrcyed on the territory they
occupied had produced one-third of. all the country I s indus trial
output before the war.

At the end of the war, ~n 1945, Soviet national income
went down by 17 per cent, the output of steel by more than 30. per
cent, oil 40 per cent, oonsumder goods 41 per cent and agrioultural
production by 40 per cent below the 1940. level. .

Thanks to the advantages of the planned economic system it
took the country only three years to reCOVer to the Prs-warlevel
of innustrial produotion. However, the loss amounted to eight
years While in some industries and in, agriculture that had suffered
especially big set-back resulting from the war, it was equivalent
to t en years.

But the USSR had surpassed the pre-war level of production
substantially by the end of 1950s and entered a new stage of
econOmic development. Industrialisation now takes in all pro
duction branches and develops both in width and in depth.

New industries are being created on the basis of the current
scientific and technological revolution. The revolutionary
changes in production created the prerequisites for improving
its efficiency and for its further growth through intensive
factors.

A particular feature of this period is the rapid growth.in •
the importance of science in increasing the volume, ef'f'iciency
of production &nd its intensification. This requires the utmost
development of research in all branohes of science, a fulier and
more opportune utilisation of the results of this research.
This is being solved in several ways. by raising .the general
level of education, by extending the training of skilled workers,
experts and research workers; by creating a broad network of
research establishments, design and experimental organisations;
by a series of measures to increase the' effectiveness of research
work and by putting its findings into practice faster.

The number of research workers increased from 244,000 in
1955 to 930,000 in 1970--before the Revolution there were only
11,500.

Since 1955 the Soviet state has made great progress in
science and technology thanks to its purposeful and planned
efforts to train research cadres, to build and equip soientific
establishments and to bring science nearer to production. This
made it possible to raise the technical level of production,
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ensure its intensification, improve the Quality of production
and accelerate the growth rates of labour productivity. The
many new branches of production that have been created and deve
loped are of great importance for further scientific and tech
nOlogical progress. In the machine-building industry, for
e~ample, they include instrument-m~ing, the production of eQuip
ment for automation and computer technology, electronics and
radio-technology, space and aero-engineering, machinery and
e~uipment fbr the semi-conductor and Laser industries, for
ctbernetics, the fuel materials industry, etc ••• And among
o thez-s , many new branohes have been created in the chemical,
metallurgical and timber industries.

An increase in the share of the power, machine-building
and chemical industries in the total output has wrought an
i~pOrtant Qualitative ohange in the structure of industrial
p~oduction, since these industries promote 'the t~chnical
progress of the whole economy. The share of these industries
h~ increased from 23 per cent in 1955 to 32 per cent in 1970
and to 36 per cent under the 1975 estimate. There have been
radical changes in the structure of the country's 'fuel, baiance.
As a result of priority growth, oil and gas have increased their
s~are in the total fuel output from 23 per cent in 1955 to 60
per cent in 1970 and to 67 per cent under the 1975 estimate.

The accelerated growth of the machine-building, chemiCal
and power industrie:;; has raised the technological level of ,'all
economic branches considerably.

The intensification of all public production has become
the main direotion in the technical and economic policy. With
the productive assets already in existence and the size of the
labOur force available for production, priority is now given
not. to the further extension of production resources but to the
te~~nioal level of produotion, the degree of processing initial
materials and the structure and Quality of production. To this
end there is an improvement in the functioning of the mechanism
of the Soviet economy; in relation to its level and scale, the
de~ands of the scientific and technological revolution, the
grQwing oomplexity of economic ties and an inorease in the scope
of the international division of labour. The planning of manage
ment and control is being improved in order'to inorease the in
tenest cf all links of public social production in the growth in
the effeotiveness. The economic reform now under w~ in all
branches is directed at resolving all these problems.

The implementation of measures for accelerating the rate of
technical prcgress and improving the methods of economic management,
madie it possible, alongside with a great quantitative growth"to
eff~ct important qualitative changes in its proportions,
to raise the technical level of all economio branches and also
to Ebtain a general increase in the effectiveness of sooial
profuction.
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The economic potential created in the USSR during the last
15 years (1956-1970) is many times greater ihan the economic
potential created throughout the whole of the country's previous
economic develvpment. The Soviet economy made a particularly
big stride forward during the eighth (the latest) five-year plan
(1966-1970). While the fixed assets put into operation since the
Soviet state's inception, i.e., during 53 years, amounted to
903,000 mln. rubles, the assets put into operation during these
15 years were 711,000 mln. rubles, of which in 1966-1970-
321,000 mln. rubles. The fixed assets put into operation during
the eighth five-year plan equalled the total fixed assets from
1918 to 1959, i.e., in 42 years.

The average annual increase in the national income was
about 2,000 mln. rubles in 1918-1955 but in the period under
review it grew to 12,000 mln. rubles, 15,400 mln , rubles during
the eighth five-year plan period.

In 1971-1975 the average annual increment will grow to
21,000 mln. rubles. The average annual increase in the in
dustrial production was 25,000 mln. rubles during: the eighth
five-year plan period and it is estimated that it will be 34,000
mln. rubles under the ninth five-year plan--compared with 2,200
mln. rubles in 1918-1955.

The creation of a diversified industry and the improved
quality of the products, particularly in the machine-building
industry, have affeoted the structure of Soviet export favourably,
and the proportion of machinery and equipment increased from 0.3
per cent in 1913 to 11 per cent in 1950 and 23 per cent in 1970.

The high level achieved in the producers' goods industries
and increase in the economic effectivRness of heavy industry
have created prerequisites for bocsting the ccnsumer industries,
the accelerated development of agriculture on an industrial basis
and the comprehensive development of other bran6hes responsible
for a'growth of the people's living standards.

It was proved in practice during the eighth five-year plan
period that the ccuntry could secure a high growth rate in the
people', s standard of living while at the same time continuing
to build up the country's economic potential. The Soviet economy
is 'continuing to follow this line during the ninth five-year
plan, but in a more spectacular way.
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Z. '[he Distribution of the National Income acId Employment

En the initial period of industrialisation, when the total
natio~al income was small, it was necessary to concertrate the
count~ls attention on creating heavy industry, which·was the
basis ~or the subsequent growth in all economic branches. This
led t~ an increase in the proportion of accumulation in the
natio~al income. Heavy industry was the key link in the current
and f~ture economic development plans and was given priority growth
rate dompared with consumer goods.

I

~e oonsequent production potential and the growing effective
ness ~ heavy industry made it possible to change the economic
and i~terbranch proportions, during the eighth and especially
the ni~th five-year plan periods, and to subordinate the advance of
the b~anches of material prqduction to the task of raising the
people!' s living standards more and more.

so the proportion of consumption in the national income
has be~n raised in recent years.

FOur-fifths of the total national income resources are
I

assi~d to consumption under the ninth five-year plan. This
goes i~to the current consumption fund, for housing construction,
develo~ing education and public health facilities, and for other
branc~s which cater directly for the pdpulation.

I

~e growth ratio between producers' and consumers' goods is
changirg, so these subdivisions of social production are approach
ing par. While in 1961-1965 the ratio favoured producers' goods
at a ~tio of 1.35:1, in 1966~1970 these figures were 1.15:1 and
the eS~imate for 1971-1975'varies from 1.07:1 to 1.08:1.

~e ratio between the growth in producers' and oonsumers'
g~04s ~n industry. is changing even more. While in the seventh
five-~ar plan the growth in producers t goods was 50 per cent
higherl than in consumers' goods, in the eighth five-year plan
they c~osed considerably, leaving producers' goods an edge of
cnly 4, per cent. The ninth five-year plan provides for a priority
growth! in consumer goods in industry.

~is is made possible by the accelerated growth rates of agri
cultur~ production, the output of chemical fibres and other
raw m~erials necessary for the production of consumers' goods.
Under the 1971-1975 plan industry will increase the output of

I

produc~rs' goods by 41-45 per cent and of consumers' goods by
44-48 ~er cent.

I
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. .The changes in the structure of the people's needs, resulting
from their growing well-being, condition the qualitative changes
in the structure of· the output of consumez-e '. goods, consumer
durables being given priority, because of the relatively high
demand on these goods. In the current five~year plan they will
increase by 80 per cent. The correlation between the growth
rates in the output of the food and the light industries is
changing in favour of the latter.

This will create the material prerequisites for ra1S1ng the
population's real incomes, increasing.wages and payments out of

. public consumption funds. During the latest five-year plan wages
went up by ?6 per cent and the 1971-1975 plan provides for a
further increase of 20-22 per cent. The wages policy is to' raise
the minimum level, on the one hand, and on the other, to establish
the coefficients for increases among the various wage categories
to promote the growth of the workers' skills. During the last
15 years the average monthly wages have grown by 70 per cent and
the minimum wages more than 200 per cent. .

Moreover, families in the lower income bracket enjoy pr1V1
lages in receiving payments and benefits from the public consump
tion funds. In the USSR these are usually families with several
children. Therefore, they receive allowances for their children,
who, moreover, attend nurseries and kindergartens free ~f charge
and have priority in the matter of maintenance grants at erlucational

'establishments. Families in the lower income bracket alSQ have a
number of other privileges. The current ·five-year plan provid~s

for a 40 per cent increase in the volume of payments to the popu
lation from the public consumption funds. The prices for Consumer
goods remain stable and the real per capita incomes will increase
more than 30 per cent (the growth achieved in the recent five-
year plan was 33 per cen t) •

A high' proportion of the gainfully employed among the able
bodied population is instrumental .Ln improving the people's
well-being. More than 92 per cent of the able-bodied population
were employed in the social econ0!DY in 1970. The high growth
rates in production and services, plus a wide network of nur
series, kindergartens 'and schools (which are all' particularly
important to the employed woman have~l helped to achieve this
high level of gainful employment. ~he location of industrial
enterprises in small, as well as large, towns, by the possibi
lity of learning a specialised trade at the enterprise itself
and a wide network of public catering and household services
establishments have also helped.

While the structure of distribution of the national income
haS changed substantially'in favour of consumption, the increased
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na~ional inbome makes it possible to maintain the high growth
rates in the nation's economic potential despite a decrease in
the proportion accumulated.

Between 1971 and 1975 the proportion of capital investments
in the economy will increase by some 40 per cent and the productive
fi~d assets by some 50 per cent. Consequently a dual task is
beipg solved: to improve the people's welfare rapidly and to
enl~ge the country's production potential, which in turn will
create the prerequisites for high growth rates in the people's
living standards in the subsequent years.

3. The Economic Development in the Asian Regions of the USSR

The Soviet Union's current and future economic plans assign
an Lmpoz-t an t place to the economic development ,in the Asian part
of the country. The region of Siberia and theF'ar East are marked
by the hiGh growth rates of the fuel, metallurgical, chemical,
timber and woodworking, and power industries, and the various pro
ces$ing industrieb. The Soviet Asian Republics are developing
their economies at a faster rate than the Republics in the
~pean part of the USSR. This is explained by the fact that
in the past the country's Asian part was poorly developed econo
mically though vast resources of raw materials .and fuel are
concentrated. there.

To smooth out the differences in the· economic development
lev$ls of the Union Republics, special attention has been paid
to the economic development of the Asian Union Republics and the
regions of the Russian Federation situated in the Asian part
sinqe the inception of the USSR. As a result, in 1970 the over
all iindustrial production of the USSR had grown to 91 times the
pre~evolutionary (1913) level, while in the Kazakh SSR it had
groin to 145 times and in the Kirghiz SSR to 187 times the 1913
level.

The trend to priority for indus~rial growth in the Asian
section of the country will continue in the ninth five-year
plaP period. 'lliile gross industrial output is to increase by
42-46 per cent in the USSR as a whole in the Kazakh SSR it will
inc~eese by 57-60 per cent, in the Turkmen SSR by 55-58 per cent, .
in the Uzbek SSR 46-49 per cent, etc •••

.!I'his will considerably enhance the role of the Asian regions
in ~e all-Union output of major products. For example the coal
output in these regions will account for 49 .per cent of the all
Union total oil output for 37 per cent and gas output for 47 per
cen~. Large industrial enterprises will ccntinue to be built
and ~arge territorial-production complexes created and developed.
The ~wer industry will be augmented by the construction of .
COIOjSal hydropower stations and thermal plants. The Krasnoyarsk

I
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(Eastern Siberia) hydropower station (capacity--5 mln.kw) will
be commissioned and work will begin'on the ~B¥any territcrial
production complex, based on the SB¥any hydropower station now
under construction on the Yenisei River. With its estimated
capacity of 6.4 mln. kw. it will surpass the world's largest
Krasnoyarsk hydropower station. The capacity of the SB¥any
liPS will be six time. more than the capacities of all electric
power stations in Russia before the Revolution. Ten power
aggregates of a fantastic capacity--640,000 kw each--will be set
up in this station. The Sayany giant will supply electric
power to the colossal industrial complex consisting of more
than 100 industrial enterprises, including an aluminium and a
carriage-bUilding plant, a large steel smelting works and
factories processing non-ferrous metals, and also to electrical
engineering, light and food industries.

Alongside industry the Asian regions will, among other
things, develop agriculture, transport and the building materials
industry further. The construction of housing and cultural
buildings will also go on apace in these regions.

4. Economic Co-operation with the Developing Countries

The recent years have Seen a considerable extension and
strengthening in economib co-operation between the USSR and the
developing countries, including· countries of the UNECA region.
During the eighth five-year plan period the trade turnover between
the USSR and these countries increased by 60 per cent. The
structure of the Soviet export to these countries is designed so
that the Soviet goods help to accelerate their economic develop
ment and strengthen their national independence. The export is
mainly made up of manufactured goods, partioularly machinery and
equipment. The USSR assists the developing countries in the
construction and exploitation of new enterprises and new types
of production. It trades with almost 70 developing countries,
and has signed trade agreements and treaties with 46 countries,
and agreements on economic and technical co-operation with 40
countries. These agreements take into account these countries'
wishes to be assisted in the constructiOn of certain projects.

To this end the countries are given credits on favourable
term£, wi than average annual interest rate of not more than 3
per cent, Which they PB¥ with their own traditional export
products. About 70 per cent of the resources sent to the deve
loping countries are allocated to their industrial· deveLopment •.
During the first decade of their independent development the
volume of Soviet economic and technical assistance to these coun
tries grew more than five-fold.
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iThe long-term agreements which the Soviet Union has signed
with:many developing countries enabled her to estimate, under
the ninth five-year plan for 1971-1975, the volume and structure
of the resources it sends to these countries and also those she
rece~ves from them in pa¥ment for Soviet goodS, and for the
expeqditure involved in the economic and technical aid.

The most effective form of co-operation is based on the
long-term agreements which precede the creation of a current
and ~ture plan. This form of co-operation makes it possible
to include the foreign economio ties in the plan, and to divide
them ~nto the years in some detail.

In order to assist the developing countries account is
taken' of each country's particular needs. The Soviet Union
gives: priority to help in the development of their light, food
and m~ning industries, agriculture, transport, etc•• , in order
to sp~edily meet the needs of their populations, yield a qUick
economic return and stimulate their export production.

At the same time the Soviet Union help to promote the
development of these countries' key producers' industries, and
to cr~ate and extend the state sector in their economies. All
projepts commissioned with Soviet help are the full property
of th~ client countries. The construction is usually carried
on cr~dit terms rePa¥able with interest out of a part of the
retur~s frOm the exploitation of the completed enterprises.
Soviet credits are mostly repaid by supplies of these countries'
tradi~ional export goods, or in their own currency. This makes
it muph easier for the developing countries to repa¥ the credits,
promotes their economic development and seoures them a stable
market for their goods.

tte recent years have wi tnessed a growing role of co
operation in putting out the products that finds a stable market
in th. USSR. For instance the USSR is helping Afghanistan in
the c¢nstruction of gas mines and gas pipelines and Soviet
expen~itures are repaid in gas.

The following data ma¥ illustrate the extent of the co
opera~ion between the USSR and the developing countries. The
Soviet Union has assisted or is assisting these countries in
the c~nstruction and extension of almost 700 projects, 340 of
which'have been put into operation and are under exploitation.
They ~nclude more than 40 engineering plants and iron and steel
works, about 30 combines, works and workshops in the ferrous and
non-fJrrous metals industry, more than 30 electric power stations,
some 40 food and light industries projeots, 150 agricultural
proje1ts, about 60 transport and oommunications projects and 115
educa ional establishments.
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The USSR also helps to build enterprises for the medical
and pharmaceutical industries, atomic reactors, radiostations,
roads and railw~s, bridges, ports, grain elevators, dams,
irrigation canals, etc •••

The projects that have been completed, are under construc
tion or are to be built in the developing countries, will in
crease steel smelting by 9 ml.n , tons a year, iron ore mining
by 7 mln. tons, oil processing by 12 mIn. tons and coal mining
11 mIn. tons a year. The joint capacity of electric power
stations will grow by approximately 6 mIn. kw.

The enterprises built with the USSR's assistance put out
a considerable portion of the total output of the particular
product in the country.

Besides the helping in constructing enterprises the USSR
makes a considerable contribution to the training of the national
cadres in the developing countries. During the recent years
Soviet experts have trained more than 200,000 skilled workers
and foremen from among local citizens on the building sites alone.
Training is given also at Soviet enterprises and educational
establishments. More than 150 Soviet enterprises l~ on produo
tion and technical training for foreign specialists, and during
the first decade over 27,000 specialists from these countries
acquired various professions in the USSR. And thousands of
students and post-graduates study at Soviet colleges.

More than 100 educational establishments are under construc
tion in the developing countries with Soviet assistance and 70
of them are already functioning.

During the second development decade the economic co-opera
tion between the USSR and the developing countries can be sub
stantially extended.

Moreover, the forms of economic co-operation with a number
of these countries can.be supplemented by co-operation in making many
complex types of industrial products, and also in economic re-
search. .

•
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